
4/7/2013 18:53:
17 second period A lot of hands on work, with more time to work on class work after the labs/activities.

4/8/2013 6:39:
47 second period

well first we should have more group work, because i feel like when we work together we gather knowledge at the same rate, but also
we can also help each other if we have questions.

4/8/2013 6:41:
36 second period

The hands on activities are great. As a student I enjoy coming to a class and know that I'm not going to always be sitting down. More
group work would be helpful. We can learn at the same rate and teach each other as we go.

4/8/2013 6:41:
37 second period

I love learning physics. Just about everything about physics interests me. It doesn't matter to me how we learn it or what we do because
I honestly enjoy all of it. I actually wouldn't mind a faster pace (I know that's probably impossible) but I really do enjoy learning as much
as I can about the world around us.

4/8/2013 6:43:
04 second period

I think that school should be shorter, not as much time spent in the classrooms. That leaves teachers too much time to try to cram a lot
of stuff into our heads. If we didn't have as much time we wouldn't have as much homework. I think homework is what overloads our
brains and make us hate being at school and in class. That would make me want to come to school if we had less time spent in class. I
like physics class a lot, it's fun i enjoy learning all this new stuff that i never took the time to know, i would come to class even if i didn't
have to, just to learn new things.

4/8/2013 6:43:
50 second period

it would make me want to come back because we do a lot of hands-on things, that really helps me learn better. i like the way you handle
things also, you give us time to do things, you know how to work with us on homework.  i like learning about things in physics and how
to do things, its fun and very interesting, the calculations are hard, haha

4/8/2013 6:43:
55 second period

Well for physics I actually enjoy this class, when I understand whats going on. We have a lot of labs and examples that are used, but
maybe if we had more that woulf be nice. For physics though it actually is enjoyable, because of the labs and its not just constant work
all the time like the other classes. Of course all students would want to come if all we did were labs and no assignments and tests, but
thats not the way school works of course we have to learn and test. As I mentioned earlier though physics is a more joyful class than
the others, even tho im confused at times.

4/8/2013 6:44:
29 second period

Something that would make me want to come to physics class more would be doing hands-on things everyday like we usually do. But
some days I would like to open up my computer and do things online and look at interesting stuff on the computer and do things like
notes. Another thing that would make me want to come to class everyday would be not taking notes in my composition book every day.

4/8/2013 6:45:
55 second period

If attendance to physics class was optional there are a few things that would get me to enjoy coming to physics daily.
1.) hands on labs
experimenting hands on helps me learn the material at the same time as actually enjoying myself in the process.
2.) limited notes
the continuing of having limited notes but the opportunity to write down as much as I want also would allow me to want to come to class.
actually writing down the material helps me learn
3.) if the flip charts were posted to where we could review them would also help me in class so i could review what i had missed or not
fully absorbed in class
4.) basically i love physics and would enjoy to come every day anyways but these are just a few things that would help me out in my
studies :)
THANKS :)

4/8/2013 6:46:
01 second period

Yes i would still come but you can do like fun projects that shows them and make sure they understand what they are doing and just
keep asking questions.

4/8/2013 6:46:
08 second period I would like it if class was more "old fashioned," and less work online.  And if we had labs not very often.

4/8/2013 6:53:
43 second period

As a whole, I enjoy physics class. If I had the option to change anything about physics class, I would do away with the C-Scope Tests.I
wish we took a 4-5 question quiz at the end of each objective, and then take the average of the quizzes for a test grade. I like the way
that we do class, and classroom assignments and I know that the C-Scope tests prepare us for Taks. My only complaint about the C-
Scope Tests is sometimes I have a hard time applying what I have learned to the concept on the tests.

4/8/2013 7:08:
28 third period i'd want to come if we did more hands on activities and labs

4/8/2013 7:09:
37 third period

like the way it is now, plenty of jokes to keep class interesting, i know the budget wont allow many more "Cool Toys" for the class to play
with but being able to use more of the lab equipment and having more labs would be nice

Timestamp Class Period Describe what would make you want to come to class if attendance was optional.



4/8/2013 7:10:
14 third period what we do now is pretty gravy. i learn well with hands on junk, which you do a bunch of. so you're good. you got it.

4/8/2013 7:10:
46 third period

I want to be able to come at what time (during the school day) that I'm ready to learn, not when I'm still groggy. That probably won't
happen, but the other thing would be more hands on, because I am better at seeing and learning than listening and learning. I do enjoy
your class as of right now, and you always seem to be in a good mood.

4/8/2013 7:12:
48 third period

We already do alot of hands on stuff but I think that putting more hand on stuff where we get to build things and makeing our projects
would help to push more students to want to be in the calss and actually enjoy it, also i know its hard for teachers to beable to do things
like make explosions but i think i am talking for everyone when i say we all like explosions and seeing stuff on fire things of that sort
would deffinatly influence us to want to come to this class more.

4/8/2013 7:12:
55 third period

I would want to come to physics if we learned more of the material in class from you teaching us, as opposed to most of our learning
coming from trial and error on the physicsclassroom.com modules.

4/8/2013 7:13:
38 third period

I think that if i had a choice whether to come to class or not, I think what would get me to come to class more would have to be giving us
the option to give us a couple days to study more. Also letting us have more fun in getting familiar with what we are learning about.
What would also get me to go to class more would be if we had more one on one time with you in getting to learn more and focus more
with a class I feel like we don't get to really learn a lot because of all the people. I would also look forward to doing more FUN labs.

4/8/2013 7:15:
00 third period

If class was optional then I think what would make me want to come is if maybe the was things we learn are applied to real life
situations that may actually happen to us more. I mean I know that the things we learn are real life stuff and are applied that way but
maybe if they were further explained and applied to our lives. I would want to come if we only learned about things that we actually
NEED to know, things that are essential to our lives. Like learn only about the stuff that we need to know in order to get through life. If
I'm not ever going to use it or apply it to anything in my life in the future then I don't care about learning it, it's unnecessary and useless.

Timestamp Class Period Describe what would make you want to come to class if attendance was optional.


